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Where can I get an epidemiological dataset for Alzheimer's disease patients?

I am developing a tool to predict the age of onset of Alzheimer's disease using Bayesian statistics to estimate genotype. I have come up with a proportional hazards model using simulated data based on existing literature. I am using covariates APOE4 status, sex, history of TBI, history of DM and education level.

Potentially I need two datasets. The first would be the APOE4 genotype for the subject and familial history le current age (or death) and age of onset for the subject, parents and grandparents.

The second dataset I would need is age of onset and genotype, sex, Hx of TBI, Hx of DM, and education level.

I would prefer an anonymous dataset(s). I would be happy to collaborate with someone on this project.
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Abstract
Over the past year, the University of Rhode Island (URI) has taken some steps towards shifting the default to Open Access for both faculty scholarship and student work. First and foremost, in March 2013, the URI Faculty Senate passed a Harvard-style Open Access mandate. And in February 2013, the Library and the Graduate School began making electronic dissertations and theses openly available through URI’s institutional repository. In this presentation, we will define Open Access policies and discuss why they are important. We will give an overview of our experiences with Open Access advocacy, implementation of policies, and next steps.
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Google classroom for librarians: features and opportunities
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Abstract
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Purpose
- The purpose of this paper is to share possible opportunities for librarians, faculty and students with access to Google Classroom, and it includes a discussion of its application and functionality in information literacy sessions.

Design/methodology/approach
- This paper describes the functionality of Google Classroom with a review of its capabilities for providing information literacy instruction based on hands-on...
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The Cephalonian Method has garnered much interest for its possibilities for engaging students in what could be an otherwise one-sided orientation program. This workshop will help attendees determine how and when to incorporate the Cephalonian Method into their sessions, how to discuss the technique with colleagues, and most...
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Purpose
This paper shares possible opportunities for librarians, faculty, and students with access to Google Classroom, and includes a discussion of its application and functionality in information literacy sessions.

Design/methodology/approach
This article describes the functionality of Google Classroom with a review of its capabilities for providing information literacy...
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